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Our   Longest   Partnership
Working   Together   with   Emsland   Group

This collaborative approach is most 

apparent in the joint efforts of our 

technical teams, not only in how we 

discuss and collaborate on projects, but 

also at Healy Group innovation days.

Held in our UK Innovation centre, Healy 

and Emsland come together to display and 

discuss the latest technology based on 

market trends and developments.

A   United   Customer   Approach
Widely attended by customers from across the 

UK and Ireland, they provide the ideal platform 

to showcase our full complementary range of 

ingredients. 

Alongside key members of Emsland’s esteemed 

technical team, such as Alexandra Neimeyer, 

Business Development Manager and Heidrun 

Lambers (below left and right), our customers are 

able to see and taste the ingredients in action.

Healy Group’s relationship with Emsland began in 1985 

when we started distributing their potato-based products 

to the Irish market, then to the UK in 1995. In 2006, Healy 

UK and Emsland Group became official partners, an alliance 

which has gone from strength to strength.

This can be seen through united commercial and marketing 

approaches, and involvement in joint events such as 

the Emsland Symposiums (more on page 3) and Healy 

exhibitions (Heidrun Lambers, Food Technologist, and 

Thomas Pruter, R&D Director, pictured right on Healy Group’s 

stand at Food Matters Live, 2017)



2018   Emsland  Symposium
Mark   Powell's   Thoughts   from   Emlichheim

June 2018 meant it was time for the 

biennial Emsland symposium in the 

Emlichheim region of western Germany. 

The Global Emsland family were 

gathered together from every corner of 

the world for three days of strategic and 

technical information sharing, practical 

workshops (pictured above) and some 

good old networking!

The event was opened by Emsland CEO Mr 

Gerrit-Jan Wesselink and CSO Christian Kemper, 

who updated us all on the current state of 

affairs with Emsland Group – all good news and 

the company is in great shape for the future! 

There is a large investment programme that will 

see major overhauls of the ageing plant, plus 

the installation of extra capacity in key areas.

In regards to strategy, innovation remains high on the 

agenda, and we were able to see new products in food 

and technical applications that provide solutions to 

growing trends, such as meat replacement, vegetable 

proteins, free-from and environmentally friendly 

additives for water treatment and adhesives.

Strategic   Innovation



Next up was Mr Christian Francke (Emsland Sales Director) who updated us on 

the current market information and strategy implementation. In summary, raw 

materials continue to be a challenge as competition and demand from Chips/

French Fry, Snacks and Processed Potato industries continues to grow.

Overall, the best one yet for the quality of the speakers, the programme 

content, the overall positive message for the future and not least, the 

networking with this amazing family.

The key to securing raw materials is by making it worthwhile for farmers to grow potatoes…..and 

this comes at a cost! Energy, transport and labour costs are all increasing, putting further pressure 

on price. As far as the 2018 crop goes; planting was slightly late and drought is reported in many 

regions….could be an interesting year! We all love a hot summer, not so much the spuds!

The rest of the symposium was made up of technical 

presentations, local trend presentations from 

Emsland partners from around the world (my own 

presentation pictured right) and technical workshops 

where we created innovative products using Emsland 

proteins, starches, fibres and dehydrates.

It is clear that our focus is, and shall remain for some 

time, on healthy living, clear labelling and caring for 

the world we live in.

Global   Trends



Emsland-Healy  Internships
Guten   Tag   From   Leicestershire,  UK

My name is Doris Meppelink, I’m 22 years 

old and a trainee of the Emsland Group 

since August 2016. In June this year I was 

the first of three to have the opportunity to 

experience an internship at Healy Group.

Through this placement I got the chance to clearly see our customer’s 

variety of products. I’ve worked with Healy Group’s Food Technologist, 

Weronika Kamler in her concept kitchen, who showed me that potato 

starch is not “only a white powder”, but instead applicable in many 

different ways. Thereby I got a deeper insight into the NPD process.

NOT   JUST   A   WHITE   POWDER

Furthermore, I was privileged to experience a 

pleasant working environment and welcoming 

hospitality. I have also had the chance to improve my 

knowledge of English, and during my stay I visited 

Warwick Castle and Nottingham Castle, learning 

more about English History as well. 

Finally, I had the opportunity to visit local towns and 

attractions, and made a bowl in pottery with Healy 

Group’s Marketing Manager Hannah Rackham. This 

internship is not only a great chance to become 

intensively acquainted with the company, but also to 

get to know the country and the local people.

I hope for this strong cooperation to continue in the 

future, so many others get the possibility to benefit 

from this informative experience.

It’s amazing to consider this close collaboration 

between Emsland and Healy Group. The Healy 

Group uses a variety of ingredients, many supplied 

to them by the Emsland Group, not only in an 

innovative but also in a forward-thinking way. 



Product   Overview  
Emsland's   Key   Products   For   UK   &   Ireland

Empro® is Emsland’s Pea Protein Isolate, which offers excellent 

emulsification in food applications and a high-quality source of 

protein for sports nutrition. Empro® Tex pea protein crispies is 

their latest innovation; an allergen-free, textured protein which 

is ideal for high protein snacks and protein bars.

Empro®   &   Empro®  Tex

For the growing vegan market, Emden® ET 50 is a unique starch 

which can be used in place of gelatine to create gums and gels. 

Potential areas of application for Emden® ET 50 includes chewy 

confectionery, marshmallows, jams, spreads and dairy products.

Emden®    ET  50

Empure® is Emsland’s ever-increasing portfolio of clean label 

starches. The Empure® range now includes waxy and regular 

cook-up and pre-gelatinised starches. 

This highly-functional range is ideal to meet the growing 

expectation for clean and clear label products.

Empure®  



In addition to plant proteins, Emsland Group’s Emfibre® range 

has been proven to offer consistent quality and functionality 

in enriched products. Emfibre® EF and Emfibre® KF are proving 

very popular in meat and bakery applications with many new 

projects being worked on and new products being launched.

Emfibre® 

Emsland are Europe’s leading producer of potato flakes and 

granules with their Emflake® and Emgranule® ranges.

These products offer additional functionality and texture in 

snacks and crispy or coated foods.

Flakes   &   Granules

Emsland’s core range of native and dried pea and potato 

starches are universal binding and thickening agents with good 

texturising, expanding and filtrating properties.

Applicable in a broad range of applications including bakery, 

snacks and meat products as well as dried soups and sauces.

NATIVE   STARCHES

Healy Group are proud to have distributed Emsland’s range of products for the past 33 years. From simple 

native starches to the innovations we see today, we have seen their product portfolio grow and adapt to 

new market demands and industry challenges. For any questions about their products, please contact our 

sales or technical team now.

www.emsland-group.com
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Technical   Collaboration  
Joint   NPD   with   Paul   Sheldrake

Collaboration in new product development is key to 

helping our customers win in the marketplace, and the 

seamless partnership with the Innovation Centre in 

Emlichheim (pictured right) makes our joint approach 

highly successful. The UK / Irish market leads the 

charge in new functional and textured products, 

allowing us to work closely with our customers on joint 

visits to the Emsland development team to run larger 

scale pilot plant trials.

By testing and evaluating Emsland’s raw materials 

(pictured left) together we are able to demonstrate 

market potential and identify opportunities. Our 

customers value the ability to be at the forefront of the 

technology that will give them a competitive advantage 

in the marketplace. We can see these throughout the 

range of Emsland’s functional and clean label starches, 

fibres, and in particular the growth of the plant-based, 

allergen-free pea protein developments. 


